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Introduction

“The Green Guide for Health Care is a superb resource that continues to improve
with each revision. It helps the leaders and managers of health care institutions
"walk the talk," promoting the health of patients, visitors, employees, community
members, and the global community, while operating economically and
efficiently. I hope that every medical center, hospital, and clinic in the nation gets
a copy of the Green Guide, takes its lessons to heart, and joins the growing
movement toward healthier, more environmentally friendly environments in the
health care sector.”
Howard Frumkin, M.D., Dr.P.H.
Director, National Center for Environmental Health/Agency for
Toxic Substances and Disease Registry
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention March 2008

Objectives
Welcome to Green Guide for Health Care™, the health care sector’s first quantifiable sustainable design
and facilities operations toolkit integrating enhanced environmental and health principles and practices
into the planning, design, construction, operations and maintenance of their facilities. This Guide provides
the health care sector with a voluntary, self-certifying metric toolkit of best practices that designers,
owners, and operators can use to guide and evaluate their progress towards high performance healing
environments.
Health care facilities present both a challenge and opportunity in the development and implementation of
sustainable design, construction and operations practices. Issues such as 24/7 operations, energy and
water use intensity, chemical use, infection control requirements and formidable regulatory requirements
can pose significant obstacles to the implementation of currently accepted sustainability protocols.
Furthermore, it is appropriate that guidelines customized for the health care sector reflect the collective
fundamental mission to protect and enhance individual and community health, and that those guidelines
acknowledge the intrinsic relationship between the built environment and ecological health. As health
care institutions evolve a design language for high performance healing environments, they have the
opportunity to highlight the associated health-based benefits. This in turn can inspire the broader adoption
of health-based design principles in other building sectors.
This document is neither intended to establish regulatory requirements, nor to be viewed as a minimum
standard for design, construction or operations. Rather it is designed to serve as a voluntary educational
guide for early adopters of sustainable design, construction, and operations practices, to encourage
continuous improvement in the health care sector, and to provide market signals to catalyze a richer
palette of strategies for those who follow the early adopters. As the general level of green building
practice rises, it is anticipated that the Guide will be updated to encourage continued leadership and
higher levels of rigor associated with creating high performance healing environments.

Updates and Information
This document is available for download at www.gghc.org.
This is an evolving document that has been updated in response to new information and guidance
gleaned from the Pilot program, feedback from registered projects, expert opinion from the Green Guide
Steering Committee and Operations committee members, and from other evolving green building best
practices. Please register at www.gghc.org to ensure that you will be notified of updates as this
document progresses.
For further information about document use and opportunities to support the Green Guide, contact
info@gghc.org.
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Using this Guide
The Green Guide for Health Care is divided into two sections: Construction and Operations. The
Construction section targets new construction projects and major renovations, while the Operations
section is designed as a continuous improvement tool for existing operational facilities. More information
on how to define the scope of a Green Guide Construction project within the context of an operational
facility is included in the “Facility Alterations & Additions” section of the Introduction.
While projects are not required to simultaneously pursue both the Construction and Operations sections,
existing facilities are encouraged to track their ongoing performance using the Operations section, while
making a commitment to utilize the Construction section on future projects. Construction projects are
encouraged to identify the Operations-related credits that they intend to achieve and establish
commitments to these O&M goals through policy setting. Note that construction projects are unable to
attain all of the points in the Operations section, as some credits require a year’s worth of data to achieve
credit goals.

Applicable Building Types
While an array of building types are represented in the health care sector, the Green Guide for Health
Care is specifically customized for buildings that are predominately institutional occupancies as defined
by the local building code, such as acute care hospitals, where regulatory requirements have created
particular needs. Medical office buildings, clinics and other buildings where health concerns are dominant
are also encouraged to use the Green Guide, as relevant.

Operations Credits
Intent
Operations and maintenance protocols are critical to enhancing the health and environmental
performance of health care facilities. As a result, using effective, health-promoting practices will benefit
existing facilities and their occupants; these practices should also be considered during the design of new
projects. Acknowledging this relationship, the Green Guide for Health Care (Green Guide) has developed
specific credits related to operations and maintenance. These credits represent a critical component of a
facility’s continuous improvement program for sustainable operations. Like the Construction section, the
Green Guide’s Operations section is a voluntary, best practices toolkit that acknowledges current U.S.
regulatory standards. However, the Green Guide for Health Care is not a regulatory document.

The organizational intent and framework of the Green Guide’s Operations section is summarized as
follows:
•

Most health care construction projects are undertaken by existing institutions that already have
ongoing operations and maintenance protocols in place, even if the project is a freestanding new
building on a clean site.

•

The distinction between existing buildings and new construction in health care is often complex and
difficult to precisely define, given the frequency with which buildings undergo major renovation and
expansion. Operational strategies aimed to reduce a facility’s environmental and health burdens can
yield economic benefits.

•

Given the critical relationship between operations, building program and design, design teams are
encouraged to collaborate with a multi-disciplinary team of facility staff early in an integrative design
process to establish commitments to sustainable operations policies included in the Operations
section and to evaluate the impact of these protocols during programming and design to ensure their
integration.
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•

To facilitate integration of the Green Guide’s Construction and Operations sections, related credits
between the two sections are cross-referenced in the Potential Technologies & Strategies section of
each credit.

•

The Green Guide’s Operations section can also be used as an ongoing continuous quality
improvement guidance document. It is not expected that a facility would address all the operational
issues at one time. Operational improvement and improved efficiencies requires a long-term
commitment and may take years to accomplish.

Organization
The Green Guide Operations section is organized in accordance with commonly understood areas of
responsibility in health care organizations. Each credit or prerequisite corresponds to a distinct aspect of
the operation of health care facilities. Within each credit, one or more points define a range of
opportunities and strategies to yield specific beneficial outcomes. As noted above, teams using the Green
Guide as a self-certifying tool should strive to achieve all of the prerequisites and as many credits as
possible that correspond to the building’s program and context.

Credit Structure
The Green Guide for Health Care borrows the framework and numbering scheme of the U.S. Green
Building Council (USGBC) LEED® family of products, with permission, with some modifications. Each
credit has the following elements:
•

Intent – Summarizes the credit goal.

•

Health Issues – (new to the Green Guide) Identifies specific health concerns addressed by the
credit. Reviewed by Dr. Ted Schettler, M.D., MPH.

•

Credit Goals – Itemizes the specific steps to achieve the credit including threshold goals.

•

Suggested Documentation – Suggests documentation to monitor and baseline performance and to
benchmark achievement of the Credit Goals. The Green Guide is a voluntary self-certifying document
that does not offer third party certification. Users of the Green Guide are encouraged to establish
internal record keeping and tracking systems to support ongoing monitoring and continuous
improvement. Note that while the suggested documentation requirements in Green Guide for Health
Care: Construction can be completed by the end of construction, some of the strategies in the
Operations section require collection of up to a year’s data to determine credit achievement.
Furthermore, while these operational data requirements are especially geared for existing facilities,
they are also intended to serve as useful references for new construction projects as they establish
operations policies and ongoing operational protocols.

•

Reference Standards – Identifies the standards and referenced documents that establish the basis
of the Credit Goal criteria.

•

Potential Technologies & Strategies – Suggests helpful information to support the credit Intent and
Credit Goals. Regional considerations and project specific performance needs, goals and other
constraints are important factors to consider. Products and materials referenced in the Potential
Technologies & Strategies section do not represent an endorsement but are suggestions for
consideration in some applications.

•

Resources – Cites selected information sources associated with the Credit Intent, Credit Goals, and
Potential Technologies and Strategies.
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Using the Operations Section
Facility Alterations & Additions
The Green Guide for Health Care Operations section aligns with the definition of the term “alterations and
additions” outlined in LEED for Existing Buildings: Operations and Maintenance, January 2008. The
following definition is adapted from that text with permission from the U.S. Green Building Council.
In the Green Guide for Health Care Operations section, the term “alterations and additions” refers to
changes that affect usable space in the building. (Mechanical, electrical, or plumbing system upgrades
that involve no disruption to usable space are excluded.) Only alterations and additions within the
following limits are suitable for inclusion in a Green Guide for Health Care Operations project. Alterations
and additions falling outside the definition should pursue the Green Guide for Health Care Construction
section and/or a LEED rating system, such as LEED for Healthcare, currently in development.
Maximum scope permitted – for alterations, those that affect no more than 50% of the total building
floor area or cause relocation of no more than 50% of regular building occupants. For new additions,
those that increase the total building floor area by no more than 50%. Alterations or additions exceeding
these limits are more suitable for the Green Guide for Health Care Construction section and/or a relevant
LEED rating system.
Minimum scope permitted – the Green Guide for Health Care Operations section calculates facility
alterations and additions credits according to total annual aggregate quantities facility-wide. The
calculation can either incorporate or exclude projects performed by outside contractors; however, the
calculation methodology must remain consistent throughout all calculations.

Policy Model
Many credits in the Green Guide for Health Care Operations section require the development and
implementation of a policy. These policies must, at a minimum, incorporate the following components.
Note: The Policy Model is adapted with permission from LEED for Existing Buildings: Operations and
Maintenance, January 2008.
1. Scope
a. Describe the facility management and operations processes to which the policy applies.
b. Describe the building components, systems and materials to which the policy applies, if
applicable.
2. Performance Metric
a. Describe how performance will be measured and/or evaluated.
3. Goals
a. Identify the goals that the building strives to meet by adhering to the policy.
Note: While facilities are required to set goals, documentation of actual achievements is not
required in order to demonstrate compliant policies; stating the goal is enough. Facilities are
encouraged to set high goals and work toward their achievement.
4. Procedure and Strategies
a. Outline the procedures and strategies in place to meet the goals and intent of the policy.
5. Responsible Party
a. Identify the teams and individuals involved in activities pertaining to the policy.
b. Identify and outline key task duties for the above teams and individuals.
6. Time Period
a. Identify the time period over which the policy is applicable.
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First-Time Users
The comprehensive nature of the Green Guide for Health Care Operations section can be daunting for
first-time users. The following guidelines will help Integrated Operations teams establish a robust
program, with an initial focus on targeting priorities followed by instituting a continuous improvement
process over time.
1. Register as a Green Guide for Health Care Project – Green Guide registered projects identify
their institution as a leader in the industry committed to environmental excellence and the creation
of a high performance, healing environment. Green Guide projects have access to online project
management tools and join a learning community of their peers through a private, web-based
discussion group organized around Green Guide credits and topical sections.
2. Establish a Multi-Disciplinary, Inter-Departmental Integrated Operations Process – An
integrated operations process is an essential component of a successful green facilities
operations program due to the size and complexity of health care facilities. The Green Guide for
Health Care has prioritized an integrated operations process by introducing a section called
Integrated Operations & Education dedicated to facility-wide support for green facilities operations
programs.
3. Align with the Facility’s Mission and Strategic Priorities – As a voluntary, self-certifying, best
practices toolkit, the Green Guide for Health Care Operations section does not require a minimum
achievement level; however, achieving all prerequisites is encouraged. Prerequisites reflect
common practice, one step above regulations, and are designed to be achievable for all facilities
with the potential of becoming leaders in environmental excellence. Key to securing support
within a facility new to green operations practices is to focus initial efforts on prerequisites and
credits that will further the facility’s mission and priorities in a public and measurable way.
4. Adopt one or two new goals per year – The Green Guide for Health Care Operations section is
designed as a continuous improvement tool. As such, policies, once in place, should be reviewed
and improved upon annually. The continuous improvement focus also facilitates gradual
implementation of the tool at a pace that will ensure the establishment of long-term programs,
rather than a cursory adoption of a large number of programs that are ineffective due to lack of
adequate focus, support and/or funding.
5. Join Practice Greenhealth – Hospitals for a Healthy Environment (H2E) has supported efforts in
the health care industry to improve environmental excellence for ten years. Now having aligned
with the Green Guide for Health Care and the new Healthcare Clean Energy Exchange program
in “Practice Greenhealth”--a new, member-based non-profit organization--H2E’s services will
continue to expand, including fact sheets, list-serves, online resources, and technical support for
facilities interested in joining industry leaders in green facilities operations.

Points & Achievement Levels
The Green Guide for Health Care is a self-certifying, best practices toolkit; as such, it does not provide
achievement level threshold rankings as are provided by third-party certification rating systems such as
LEED®. The Green Guide’s point system provides a way to baseline and benchmark achievements and
to support continuous improvement.
Existing facilities are encouraged to track their ongoing performance using the Operations section, while
making a commitment to utilize the Construction section on construction projects in accordance with the
“Facilities Alterations & Additions” section above.

Integrating New Construction into the Operations Section
Construction projects that have self-certified using the Green Guide for Health Care Construction section
are encouraged to identify the credits they have achieved and commit to pursue these topics after
occupancy by establishing related policies. Note that projects using the Green Guide Construction
section are particularly encouraged to shift to the use of the Operations section after occupancy. Existing
facilities already registered with the Green Guide’s Operations section may separately register new
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capital projects as Green Guide Construction projects if the project meets the criteria listed under the
“Facilities Alterations and Additions” section of the Introduction.

Relationship to LEED® Rating Systems
The Green Guide for Health Care is informed by a number of important guidance documents. See the
Reference Documents section below for a list of these key documents.
The Green Guide’s organizational structure is borrowed with permission from the U.S. Green Building
Council’s Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED®) Green Building Rating System. The
Green Guide is not a LEED® Rating System nor a product of the U.S. Green Building Council. The LEED
structure was adopted because it is a familiar and effective method used by a rapidly growing sector of
the building design, construction, operations and maintenance industries.
For many credits, the Green Guide directly incorporates the language of a parallel LEED credit,
referencing credits in the LEED systems for New Construction, Existing Buildings, Commercial Interiors
and Healthcare, with permission. In some cases, existing LEED credits have been modified to respond to
the unique needs and concerns of health care facilities. In others, new credits have been added to those
in current LEED rating systems. The Green Guide’s Credit Summary identifies each credit’s relationship
to LEED® credits.
Following four years of close collaboration, the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) and the Green
Guide for Health Care signed a memorandum of understanding in September 2007 agreeing to continue
their work together on the development of tools, educational programs, and other activities to support
green health care building. USGBC and the Green Guide will: a) jointly develop health care-related
resource materials, education and training events; b) jointly identify a prioritized research agenda; and, c)
continue to collaborate on developing future health care-related green building tools. The Green Guide for
Health Care will continue to act as a change agent and tool developer dedicated to empowering the
health delivery industry to take a leadership position in the world of green building and facilities
operations. As such, the Green Guide will continue to develop the next generation of the Green Guide
tools. Following the release of LEED for Healthcare, USGBC and the Green Guide will jointly encourage
LEED for Healthcare registered and certified projects to participate in the Green Guide’s project
registration process for the Operations section. Furthermore, the Green Guide and USGBC will
collaborate on informing the operations’ related credits in the new LEED bookshelf system, as they
specifically relate to the health care market sector.

Development History
The initiation of sustainable design tools focused on the health care sector began with the Green
Healthcare Construction Guidance Statement published by the American Society for Healthcare
Engineering (ASHE) in January 2002, representing the first sustainable design guidance document to
emphasize a health-based approach.
The Green Guide for Health Care development initiative began in March 2003 with a professionally and
geographically diverse group of green health care industry leaders convened as an independent
volunteer Steering Committee to guide the document development (see the Steering Committee list).
Working Groups for each section of the document drafted credit language that was reviewed and
approved by the Steering Committee as a whole.
In December 2003, Version 1.0 of the Green Guidelines for Healthcare Construction was released in draft
form for public comment. More than 900 website registrants downloaded the document during the public
comment period representing a broad range of architectural, engineering, construction, health care, and
manufacturing firms and industry associations. Between December 2003 and the close of the public
comment period on February 29, 2004, almost 1,200 public comments were received. A listing of
commenters who agreed to be identified is included further in the Introduction to the Green Guide
Construction section. The Steering Committee reviewed all public comments prior to the drafting of
Version 2.0.
In November 2004, Version 2.0 of the Green Guide for Health Care was released for general use in the
Pilot phase. Version 2.1, released in September 2005, included a substantial update to the Operations
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section of the document and minor revisions to the Construction section, covering copy and editorial
changes. Version 2.2, released in January 2007, included a substantial revision to the Construction
section of the tool and minor revisions to the Operations section. The current version of the Green Guide,
Version 2.2, 2008 Revision, represents a major revision of the Green Guide v2.2 Operations section and
a maintenance update of the Construction section. This edition of the revised toolkit represents he most
significant revision to the Green Guide for Health Care Version 2.2 Operations section to date.
With the launch of the Green Guide for Health Care Version 2.2 Operations, 2008 Revision, both the
Green Guide’s Construction and Operations sections will have been revised in response to its Version 2
Pilot. Building on those compelling precedents, the Green Guide is now positioned to develop the next
generation tool, conscious of other emerging tools in the marketplace, including LEED for Healthcare (still
in development) and other organizations developing other tools.

Green Guide for Health Care Pilot Program
The Green Guide Pilot program, launched in November 2004 with the release of Version 2.0, provided
the opportunity for the Green Guide to collaborate with a cross-section of leading health care institutions
in an active development process. The Pilot’s internal list-serve, online project management tools, and
personal contact with the Pilot Coordinator generated sustained communications between the Pilot
projects and the Green Guide, resulting in several revised credits in the Construction section of Green
Guide for Health Care Version 2.1, released in September 2005.
Over the course of two years, the Green Guide Pilot program generated a wide-ranging set of comments
and suggestions to improve and enhance Version 2.2. Overall, the program encompassed 114 pilot
projects representing 30 million square feet of construction in the U.S. and abroad – an increase of 45%
over 2005. Pilot projects ranged in size, building type, building phase, and region, demonstrating the
Green Guide’s versatility as an effective tool for many building types and project phases.
The release of the Green Guide Version 2.2 in January 2007 marked a transition from the Pilot program
into a full-fledged registration and self-certification program. In this context, the Green Guide has
continued to work closely with project teams to gather case studies and to promote research into
innovative design strategies and technologies.

Decision Making Process
The Green Guide for Health Care committee process is structured to include representation from a wide
range of stakeholders and interests to ensure consistency and rigor in the document’s development.
Steering Committee membership, however, precludes organizations with direct financial interests in the
products addressed by the document. Furthermore, this document is intended to be a best practices
guide, not a basis for industry code or regulatory standard. For these reasons, the document is not
intended to meet the legal definition of an industry “consensus based” standard.
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Green Guide for Health Care Supporters
Convener
The Green Guide for Health Care was convened in 2001 by the Center for
Maximum Potential Building Systems, a non-profit design firm established in
1975 engaged in life cycle design to foster ecological balance. The Center actively
pursues interdisciplinary collaborations with a common vision of healthful
environments, economic prosperity, and social equity.

Founding Sponsors
Hospitals for a Healthy Environment (H2E) (now part of Practice
Greenhealth) - the joint pollution prevention project of the American Hospital
Association, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Health Care
Without Harm, and the American Nurses Association.

Merck Family Fund - A private foundation that seeks to restore
and protect the natural environment and ensure a healthy planet
for generations to come while strengthening the social fabric and
the physical landscape of the urban community.

New York State Energy Research & Development Authority (NYSERDA) – A public
benefit corporation formed to use innovation and technology to solve some of New
York's most difficult energy and environmental problems in ways that improve the
State's economy.

Other Sponsors
Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) – delivers electric service to
approximately 5 million customers and natural gas service to nearly 4.1
million customers in Northern and Central California.

Practice Greenhealth is the nation’s leading membership and networking
organization for institutions in the healthcare community that have made a
commitment to sustainable, eco-friendly practices.

Southern California Edison – an Edison International (NYSE:EIX) company, is
one of the nation’s largest electric utilities, with 4.7 million customer accounts in a
50,000-square-mile service area within central, coastal and Southern California.
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Founding Partners
The following organizations have provided critical direct or in-kind support to the development of the
Green Guide:
American Society for
Healthcare Engineering
(ASHE)

Guenther5 Architects

Mazzetti & Associates

Guttmann & Blaevoet

Perkins + Will

American Society for
Healthcare Environmental
Services (ASHES)

HDR Architecture

Progressive AE

Health Care Without Harm

Stantec Architecture

Healthy Building Network

TLC Engineering

American Society of
Landscape Architects (ASLA)

HOK Planning Group

Andropogon Associates Ltd.

Institute for a Sustainable
Future

Tufts - New England Medical
Center

Center for Maximum Potential
Building Systems

Kaiser Permanente

Chong Partners Architecture

Karlsberger Companies

U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency's ENERGY STAR®
program

CJL Engineering

Kirksey

WHR Architects

Consorta

Massachusetts Technology
Collaborative
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Endorsers
The following organizations support the Green Guide’s principles and express their intent to use and
promote it:

Affiliated Engineers, Inc.
AllerAir Industries
Ambient Air Technologies,
LLC
Amtico International

GREENGUARD®
Environmental Institute

New York Presbyterian
Hospital

The Green House®
Replication Initiative

nora systems, Inc.

Frescatore Consulting, LLC

Novation
Oregon Center for
Environmental Health

Anshen + Allen, Architects

Houston Advanced
Research Center

Arden Architectural
Specialties

InPro Corporation

Panel Source International,
Inc.

Integrated Architecture

Perry Crabb & Associates

Art Plumbing Company

Just Manufacturing
Company

Premier

Balzhiser & Hubbard
Engineers

KI

Artline Wholesalers

BBH Design
Boulder Associates
Carnegie
CDi Engineers
Center for Environmental
Health
Coastwide Laboratories
Construction Specialties
Coverings, Etc.
Dwyer

Prime Building Company
Puzer Canada

Legrand Companies:
Ortronics/Legrand,
Pass & Seymour/Legrand,
Watt Stopper/Legrand,
Wiremold/Legrand
Lees Carpets
Lencore Acoustics, Corp.
LHB, Inc.

Rise Engineering
The RMH Group, Inc.
Robert D. Lynn Associates
Shaw
The Sheward Partnership,
LLC
Siemens

Lionakis Beaumont Design
Group

SmithGroup
Titus

Mats, Inc.
MM Systems

TRC-EASI

E Cube, Inc.

MechoShade

Tsoi Kobus & Associates

Engineering Economics,
Inc.

Melink Corporation

Victor Insulation

EnviroGLAS Products, Inc.
Environmental Dynamics
Eppstein Uhen Architects

Milliken Carpets
Nalco Company

Walbridge Woodworks, Inc.
Women’s Health &
Environmental Network

National Pharmaceutical
Returns, Inc.
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Pilot Project Coordinator/Project Manager
Adele Houghton, AIA, LEED® AP
Green Guide for Health Care, Austin, TX

Steering Committee
Lorissa MacAllister, Assoc. AIA, LEED® AP
Healthcare Studio Leader, Progressive AE,
Grand Rapids, MI

Robin Guenther, FAIA, LEED® AP
(Co-coordinator)
Principal, Perkins + Will
New York, NY

Jim Moler, PE, Manager for Engineering Systems
Turner Healthcare, Nashville, TN

Walt Vernon, P.E., LEED® AP
(Co-coordinator)
Principal, Mazzetti & Associates
San Francisco, CA

Robert Moroz, AIA, LEED® AP
Senior Associate, Austin Area Manager,
Broaddus & Associates, Austin, TX

Gail Vittori, LEED® AP
(Co-coordinator)
Co-Director, Center for Maximum Potential
Building Systems, Austin, TX

Brendan Owens, P.E., LEED® AP
Vice President, LEED® Technical Development
U.S. Green Building Council, Washington, DC

Janet Brown, Director
Operations Program, Practice Greenhealth
Amherst, MA

Raymond Pradinuk, MAIBC, LEED® AP
Leader, Healthcare Research and Innovation
Stantec Architecture, Vancouver, BC

Howard Frumkin, M.D., Dr.P.H., FACP,
FACOEM, Director
National Center for Environmental Health/Agency
for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry
U.S. Centers for Disease Control & Prevention,
Atlanta, GA

Clark Reed, Director, Healthcare Facilities
Division
U.S. EPA ENERGY STAR®, Washington, DC

Steve Guttmann, P.E., LEED® AP, Principal
Guttmann & Blaevoet, San Francisco, CA

Kim Shinn, P.E., LEED® AP, Principal & Director
of Sustainable Design
TLC Engineers, Nashville, TN

Greg Roberts, AIA, LEED® AP, Principal
WHR Architects, Houston, TX

Jamie Harvie, P.E., Executive Director
Institute for a Sustainable Future, Duluth, MN

Scott Slotterback, Assistant National Manager
Project Support, Review & Standards
Kaiser Permanente National Facilities Services
Oakland, CA

Craig Kneeland, LEED® AP
Senior Project Manager, New York State Energy
Research & Development Authority (NYSERDA),
Albany, NY

Jerry Smith, ASLA, LEED® AP
Sustainable Sites Manager, HDR
Cincinnati, OH

Tom Lent, Policy Director
Healthy Building Network, Berkeley, CA

Alan Traugott, LEED® AP, Managing Principal
CJL Engineering, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA

Robert Loranger, P.E., CHFM
Director of Facilities, Tufts-New England Medical
Center, Boston, MA
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Operations Review Committee
Adele Houghton, AIA, LEED® AP
(Project Manager)
Project Manager, Green Guide for Health Care
Austin, TX

Janet Brown
(Committee Co-chair)
Director, Operations Program, Practice Greenhealth
Amherst, MA

Sarah Hoshaw, Strategic Project Manager,
Facilities Planning & Development
Saint Joseph Regional Medical Center
Mishawaka, IN

Cecilia DeLoach
(Committee Co-chair)
Partners Program Manager, Practice Greenhealth
Arlington, VA

Pamela Jones, FACHE, Associate
WHR Architects, Houston, TX

Lorissa MacAllister, Assoc. AIA,
(Committee Co-chair)
Health Care Studio Leader
Progressive AE, Grand Rapids, MI
Mitch Birchfield, MBA
Environmental Services Director and Hazardous
Materials Manager, Children’s Hospital and
Regional Medical Center, Seattle, WA
John Ebers, Sustainable Business Officer
Metro Health Hospital, Grand Rapids, MI
Mike Gilmer, Environmental Protection Manager
and Environmental Health and Safety
University of Texas Health Science Center at San
Antonio, San Antonio, TX

Jeffrey Keyak, Sr. Maintenance Operations
Consultant, National Facilities Services
Kaiser Permanente, Oakland, CA
Robert Loranger, P.E., CHFM
Director of Facilities, Tufts-New England Medical
Center, Boston, MA
Clark Reed, Director, Healthcare Facilities Division
U.S. EPA ENERGY STAR®, Washington, DC
Ron Sanchez, Manager, Environmental Services
Catholic Healthcare West Sequoia Hospital
Redwood City, CA
Jerry Smith, ASLA, LEED® AP
Sustainable Sites Manager, HDR
Cincinnati, OH

Jamie Harvie, P.E., Executive Director
Institute for a Sustainable Future, Duluth, MN
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Additional Contributors to Version 2.2, 2008 Revision
Lindsey Allen
Forest Campaigner, Greenpeace
San Francisco, CA

Marie Kulick, Senior Policy Analyst
Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy
Minneapolis, MN

Roberta Anderson
Business Development Manager, Food Alliance
Portland, OR

Paul Lipke, Acting Executive Director
Sustainable Step New England
Montague, MA

Steve Ashkin, President
The Ashkin Group, Bloomington, IN

Glenn McRae, Ph.D.
CGH Environmental Strategies
Colchester, VT

Laura Brannen, Consultant
Practice Greenhealth, Lyme, NH
Sue Chiang, Pollution Prevention Program Director
Center for Environmental Health, Oakland, CA
Nancy Church, Manager
Wound and Ostomy and Infection Control
Providence St. Vincent Medical Center
Portland, Oregon

William Miranti, P.E., LEED AP™, HFDP
Progressive AE, Grand Rapids, MI
Sarah O’Brien, EPEAT Outreach Director
Green Electronics Council
Portland, OR
Tim Pennigar, Construction Project Manager
Duke University Medical Center, Durham, NC

Patti Costello, Executive Director,
American Society for Healthcare Environmental Services
(ASHES), Chicago, IL

Terry Russell, AIA, Project Manager
HDR, Dallas, TX

Nicholas DeDominicis, Director
Healthcare Clean Energy Exchange
Old Saybrook, CT

Ted Schettler, MD, MPH, Science Director
Science and Environmental Health Network
Ann Arbor, MI

Tracey Easthope, Environmental Health Director
Ecology Center, Ann Arbor, MI

Thomas Shaffer, Manager, Transportation Planning
Delaware County Planning Department, Media, PA

Michelle Gottlieb
Health Care Without Harm, Boston, MA

Tim Spence, AIA, Associate Principal
BBH Design, Research Triangle, NC

Marya Graff
OWP/P, Chicago, IL

Erica Stewart, CIH, HEM,
National Environmental, Health & Safety Core Office,
Kaiser Permanente, Oakland, CA

Robin Guenther, FAIA, LEED® AP
Principal, Perkins + Will
New York, NY

Jeff Swenerton, Communications Director
Center for Resource Solutions, San Francisco, CA

Kevin Hall, AIA
City of Chicago Public Building Commission, Chicago, IL
Michelle Halle Stern, AIA, P.E.,
National Market Sector Research Manager
Perkins + Will, Chicago, IL
Kate Harvey
Consensus Building Institute, Cambridge, MA

Ellen Tohn, Senior Advisor
Greater Boston Breathes Better
Principal, Tohn Environmental Strategies
Wayland, MA
Walt Vernon, P.E., LEED® AP
Principal, Mazzetti & Associates
San Francisco, CA

Diane Imrie, Director of Nutrition Services
Fletcher Allen Health Care, Burlington, VT

Gail Vittori, LEED® AP
Co-Director, Center for Maximum Potential Building
Systems, Austin, TX

Rob Jenkins, AIA
St. Mary’s Hospital & Medical Center
Grand Junction, CO

Mike Way, MBA, CPM, Vice President of Materials
Management & Facilities Services
Bronson Health Group, Kalamazoo, MI
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